


A new type of evil emerged after 9/11.   
 

With the country in fear, the government goes to war on those who did it.  


At the same time, a unique Special Ops Division was formed inside DEA  
and tasked with making sure it doesn’t happen again.


This is the story about the good guys, bad guys and the ones who walk the 
knife edge down the middle.  


This is about tips, stings, covert ops, wire taps, “flipping guys” and being 
relentless.  


This is about rooting out crime on a global scale.


This is the story of DEA’s unique Special Ops Division:  “SOD”



Chepe Boyaco 
Chepe Boyaco was El Chapo, before El Chapo, and a known terrorist 
“facilitator.”  Boyaco’s terror cell kidnapped some CIA personnel, and 
a Colombian Presidential Candidate. 

Victor Bout 
Viktor Bout was enemy number #2 behind Osama Bin Laden. Bout 
operated as the “Amazon” of guns to anybody and everybody who 
would pay.

Paul Le Roux 
Paul Le Roux was a Bond-like villain so off the radar, some believed he 
was a “ghost.”  Made gazillions selling Americans illegal prescription 
drugs on-line, and off the grid.  He was just getting started.



Agent Rob “Zach” Zachariasiewicz 
A Villanova graduate with lawyer’s brain.  After college he serves as 
an Officer in the Navy, then law school - and ultimately ends up in 
DEA working cases with NYPD kicking down doors.  A spot opens up 
in an elite new unit formed at DEA and Rob wanted in.  First up would 
be the jungles of South America and one of the oldest terror networks 
in existence, FARC.  “Zach” digs in and SOD makes its first case.  
Then, word comes down from the White House to take out Viktor 
Bout… The special agent in charge didn’t know who Bout was, but 
“Zach” did.  And the chase was on.

Agent Eric Stouch  
A Baltimore Cop who knew how the streets worked find his way to 
DEA and SOD just as the Bout case entered its second phase, Tasked 
with cutting off the flow of guns and drugs into Europe and then the 
US, Stouch delivers.  Looking to bolster SOD’s ranks, Stouch 
recommends his old partner from Baltimore join the team.  Stouch 
would come face to face with one of the smartest most elusive sicko 
criminal minds in Paul Le Roux.  Agent Stouch was a long way from 
Baltimore.  

Agent Tommy Cindric 
A rough around the edges, beat cop who knows his way around bad 

guys.  Tommy likes the lawless areas of Baltimore and finds the 
current situation in Africa to be no different.  Bad guys all operate the 
same.  Joining Stouch at SOD made perfect sense.  (Doesn’t hurt that 

both of Tommy’s parents were in NSA) Tommy gets to work fast and 
soon gets his hands on a UN report about a new threat, a ghost 

named Paul Le Roux… Tommy and Eric would need every trick in the 
book, and some luck to take the “ghost” off the board.  



Spyros Enotiades  
is an actor for hire who specializes in the 
role of Cartel boss, middleman, Cartel boss, 
middleman, or big money guy in sting 
operations.  

“Ivan” aka, “Jack” not his real name 
key witness who had the photos, video and 
documents to bring down Le Roux.  Has 
never appeared on camera, until now.

Carlos Sagastume 
He earned more than $9 million over 15 
years by risking his life to convince drug 
                                                                     dealers 
and a weapons merchant that he was a 
criminal.

Patrick "Paddy" McKay 
a former pilot with the South African 
mercenary company Executive Outcomes, 
the “go-to” airplane broker.

Mike “the Bear” Snow 
a stout SAS vet with a shaved head who 
spent 20 years flying food, weapons and 
soldiers across Africa.

Walter Ramirez 
top DEA informant, ran countless ops posing 
as                               whatever agents needed 
him to be. 

Jean Jacque Fuentes  
a mysterious French Mercenary.  A man of 
many talents, afraid of nothing. 



The Story

Spring, 2005  

The pain of 9/11 is still in the air, war rages in the Middle 
East and new Narco-terrorist targets are being identified 
everywhere. It’s game-on for DEA’s SOD.   

The DEA is a refined fighting force, able to get more 
boots on the ground and withstand less bureaucracy 
than the FBI or the CIA (which the SOD guys dismiss as 
“The Sisters”).  

DEA is different.  They’ve got “wire rooms” all around 
the world, CI’s in their back pocket. They’re ready to 
roll. And they’ve been told to “take the bad guys off the 
playing field...”   

It’s not without controversy, as questions linger did DEA 
go too far in hunting the narco/terror connection?  Were 
their tactics too extreme…  Time will tell.



After kidnapping CIA contractors and Ingrid 
Betancourt, a Colombian Presidential Candidate, the 
FBI wants to leave Boyaco out there in the hopes he 
can help them penetrate FARC.  But SOD has the 
lead on him.  They’ve got informants on the inside of 
his global network. The infighting will only get worse.  
Agents call it: Operation Uprising.  Operation 
Jacque comes next.  Get the hostages out.

Chepe Boyaco* -- El Chapo before El Chapo – who’s 
teamed up with Colombia’s FARC “First Front” in a drug 
scheme that leaves dead bodies on the streets while it 
rakes in nearly a half-billion dollars per year.  

(*Boyaco is the first case under the new Narco Terrorism Law - 21 
USC 960a, and essentially is the “pilot” on how these sick Narco-
Terrorist are brought to justice.)

Now, the trap needs to be set.  A sting operation begins.

On a tip from a CI, S.O.D. learns that the FARC and 
other bad guys buy their phones at a store in Miami.  
Yep.  Miami.  Agents supply the store with traceable 
phones and hope they land in the hands of their 
most wanted men.

The phones are deployed and the agents wait. 
At first the phones yield nothing… a dead end.

Then, agents catch a break.  A wife of one of the men who happened get one of the 
phones makes a call… to her witch doctor.   
The scorned wife is fed up and wants to put a curse on her husband.  And with agents 
listening, she drops his name.  It’s the name of Chepe’s right hand.  Using high tech 
tracing, they zero in on his location.

Agents call it:               
Operation Uprising. 

Operation Jacque.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -



Using one of the more “colorful” career under-covers, Spyros 
Enotiadas, agents come up with a plan.  

Spyros, (who’s Greek) will pose as Russian buyer looking for 
500kilos of Chepe’s cocaine.  Agent grab one of Chepe’s crew 
in Panama and flip him to help set the whole deal in motion.    

Spyros, being Spyros plays the part to the fullest, using hookers 
as eye candy and throwing money around making it seem legit.   

Chepe takes the bait.  Makes the deal.   
SOD Agents capture Boyaco in Caracas, VZ. (Chepe had 
travelled to VZ under fake papers, he’s crafty and knows how 
South America works)    

Chepe escapes the VZ jail with the help of some high level 
officials who were paid off.  Again, Chepe knows how South 
America works.  
  
For the next 2 years he’s on the run.



October, 2006 

The SOD team arrests Boyaco again, (with the help of the 
elite Colombian Jungle Spec Ops Military Unit) this time in 
Colombia... after his arrest, the Colombian Intelligence 
shared some hard intel that Boyaco was working on a 
surface to air missile deal with a Hezbollah (or, Hizbollah if 
you’re in the game) Op named Ali Hijazi who used “Viktor 
Bout Airlines” out of Aruba. 

Viktor Bout is number two on the FBI’s Most Wanted List, 
behind only Bin Laden.  

Ex-Soviet military, highly trained highly connected.  His 
business with despots, dictators and extremists run deep – 
Charles Taylor in Liberia, FARC, Qaddafi.   

He’s considered untouchable, protected on high by 
corrupt governments around the world.



Knowing that Bout operates all over Africa, SOD reaches out to 
*Patrick “Paddy” McCay, an airplane broker who dealt with all 
types of planes used for all types of business.  

He’s “the” go-to guy in the aviation and plane registration.   
No longer in direct contact with Bout, Paddy knows a guy who is. 

Mike “The Bear” Snow.   (…more to come*) 

Soon after, Paddy comes across some intel he thought the DEA 
would want.   

SOD had strategically put out the word that IF anyone came 
looking for a specific type of Russian Aircraft, they want to know 
the buyer.   

Paddy makes a call to SOD, he knows a guy looking to buy a 
Russian plane. 
One of Bout’s fleet.  Game on.  

This is just the “tip” agents needed. 



The next big break comes when a former British special forces soldier, Mike “The Bear” Snow, agrees to 
work with SOD to get Bout. The Bear had met Bout in the Congo while running an air freight company.   

Bout put a “hit” on Bear.   

Bear makes the call to the DEA, they meet in Copenhagen to determine his comfort level… can he trust 
these guys?   

Bear operates on a unique philosophy that someone does or does not have “dog fuck”. The Bear explains 
“you don’t have to teach a dog how to fuck, do you? No, it is inherent - a dog naturally knows how to fuck”.   

Bear decides SOD have “dog fuck.”  He trusts them.



Agents quickly craft an elaborate “sting” involving terror, 
weapons, and a drop. Bout agrees to meet in Thailand, where 
an operation has been planned with a cartel boss, “Carlos.”  
“Carlos” is actually an under-cover. 

With a target like Bout, you have to trust the guy who sits 
across the table from him.  He must be convincing, calm and 
cool under pressure while wearing a wire.  There are no 
retakes.  It’s improv with guns.  “Carlos” is the best, and one 
the DEA’s highest paid informants*.   

“Carlos” is briefed on the plan. He’s careful not to learn too 
much, he must stick to the script and react in the moment.  
Playing the part of cartel boss comes easily.  “Carlos” has had 
many scraps in his previous life, and this feels very familiar. 

*A former drug dealer, Carlos became one of the highest paid informants in history, earning more than $9 million over 15 years.



In a conference room atop the Sofitel Hotel in Thailand, 
the sting goes down.  Bout is heard on tape discussing the 
deal that will supply weapons for use against Americans.   

SOD has their guy... agents kick in the door.  In the chaos, 
Bout reaches into his briefcase, “Mike” from Thai Special 
Forces aims his weapon leaving a red dot on Bout’s 
forehead and utters something to the extent  of “I said get 
your hand’s up motherfucker.” 

Agents tell Bout “You know those 2 guys you just spent 
the last hour and half with are under-covers and we 
checked the tape, it’s all there.” 

The “Lord of War” tells Agent Zach:                                       
“I guess you’re holding all the cards.” 



It was far from over. 

The extradition of a master criminal can get complicated 
involving the State Department as well as Russian Organized 
crime.  It’s a tangled mess and lasts 2 years until Bout would 
be on a flight from Bangkok to NYC to face trial. 

As the case lingers in Thailand, SOD goes to work 
dismantling the Bout Empire.  His vast network in Africa was 
helping supply drugs to Europe and beyond.   

Agent Eric Stouch joins SOD in the push to clean up the 
Bout aftermath and stop the flow of drugs and guns.   
Stouch recruits his old partner from Baltimore, Tommy 
Cindric to join SOD.



Agent Eric Stouch, a former Baltimore cop joins SOD in the push to 
clean up the Bout aftermath and stop the flow of drugs and guns.  

Agent Zach, Stouch and Paddy McCay fly to Ukraine and do UC 
meets with  Konstantin Yaroshenko at the Intercontinental Hotel in 
Kiev.  Yaroshenko was Bout’s #2 and hustled to fill the void since 
Viktor was behind bars in Thailand.   

Using Paddy as the undercover, the sting is set.  Posing as a 
Venezuelan Trafficking Cell the plan is to buy one of  Viktor Bout’s 
Antonovs sitting in Ukraine. (Later agents found out Ukrainian intel 
was surveilling them the entire time.) 

It works.   

Agent Zach receives over 1 million Euros in Denmark. The plane 
moves to Liberia.  Zach and Eric negotiate through the UC with 
Yaroshenko in Kiev to work with the cartel to operate the plane. 
Yaroshenko further offers another Antonov under his control in 
Guinea Conakry.  All laying out the case against Yaroshenko as a 
Narco-Terrorist.   

Special Agents grab Yaroshenko in Liberia charge him with trafficking 
over $100 Million in cocaine.    He’s sentenced to 20 years.

*Flash forward to April 2022: Yaroshenko is freed as part of a US/Russia Prisoner swap at the height of the war in Ukraine



Fresh off the Yaroshenko bust, Agent Eric Stouch recruits his old partner from 
Baltimore, Tommy Cindric to join SOD.   Tommy loved working the most dangerous 
neighborhoods in Baltimore and found places like Liberia, Somalia, and Ghana no 
different.  He gets to work looking for the baddest motherfuckers he could find. 

Suddenly,  rumors of a new Kingpin start emerge.  DEA catches wind about a guy 
ten times as smart and as able as Bout... a mysterious, master criminal operating 
out of the Philippines... some said this new guy was Viktor Bout on Steroids.    

How do you track down a man you know nothing about….?   

You start with some angry cops who like to bust the worst of the worst.



Ex-Baltimore cop, and new S.O.D. Agent Cindric comes across 
some intel on “ghost-like” bad guy who is operating at high level 
all while staying off the radar. 

Cindric recalls, “If half of what they say this guy was up to true, we 
knew this was the fucking guy we needed to take the fuck down.”   

Tommy calls Eric, and the get to work. 

His name is Paul Le Roux – a self-taught programmer/computer 
geek who’s become a major player even beyond the Philippines.  
He’s been building a criminal empire from his laptop.  He’s a 
sweaty, 350 pound slob who loves to eat, screw and wreck havoc 
on the world — a creepy troll who can hack the most sophisticated 
firewall.  

  

What makes him really dangerous is just how smart he is. 



There was no limit to what Le Roux could do.  

  

At one point, he convinces the Iranians he can singlehandedly 
create a GPS systems for missiles out of everyday items 
purchased at a Wal-mart.  Literally over a zoom call he shows 
them how to make it - and it works.   

He wants to be paid in gold.  They agree on $5M.   

Meth from Korea, mobile labs that could cook kilos undetected… 
whatever could make money fast.  Paul was in.  And his appetite 
for cash, and girls was unstoppable. 

“If you had a good idea, you could just go to Paul, and he’d give 
you $5 million right away to get it off the ground,” said one of his 
underlings, Nestor Del Rosario.



By 2004, there was one enterprise that proved totally 
full-proof: prescription pills.  

Oxy. 

Paul creates RX Limited… and before long it was making 
$250 million per year. Instead of drawing attention to 
himself with cargo planes and luxury penthouses, he’ll 
use tiny shipping vessels, while operating out of 
inconspicuous safe houses in places where officials could 
be bribed – Somalia, Brazil, and the Philippines.   

“He studied Bout,” says a top level CI, “and built in a 
bunch of ways to avoid Bout’s mistakes.”



Success didn’t sit well, and Paul becomes paranoid.   

Convinced the team is skimming, he starts to eliminating 
anyone he suspects is doing him wrong.   

  

Bodies pile up.



Still hunting, Cindric learns that someone under a fake 
name has left a voicemail at the CIA about Le Roux.  
Someone on the inside of Paul’s empire and they want out.  

Tommy makes the call.

	 Tommy:  	 This is Tommy Cindric with the 	
	 US Government.  Are you “Ivan” 	 	
and did you place a call 	 	 	
regarding a Paul Le Roux? 

	 Ivan:  	 Yes, it’s me and I made the call. 

	 Tommy:  	 We should meet. 

	 Ivan: 	 Yes.



“Ivan” was running Paul’s Somalian outpost.  At first, it was 
meant to be a tuna fishing operation.  All above board and a 
front for Paul’s real plans.  Ivan was to recruit local soldiers, 
setting up a camp of de facto soldiers that could be used to run 
operations.  Paul had dreams of using high speed boats and 
capturing the Seychelles, running mobile meth labs, even 
growing poppies in the desert.   

Ivan took notes, videos and pictures and kept them as 
insurance.  As Paul’s demands got stranger and more 
dangerous, Ivan wanted out.   

Convinced Ivan was another “skimmer,” Paul puts out a hit on 
him.  Ivan clears his name with Paul, but knows the clock is 
ticking. 

Now, with Ivan on board, Tommy and Eric need to get to Le 
Roux… but how? 



Ivan calls Le Roux from a phone at the Federal 
Courthouse building in NY, tells him a team of 
Colombians have hundreds of kilos to move to the 
States. Does he want in?   

“These American fucks have an appetite for 
everything,” says Le Roux.   

Only this time, it’s over a federal wiretap. 

Ivan’s shocked when Le Roux shows interest.  It makes 
Ivan beyond paranoid – like Le Roux has somehow 
written a software code that fed him info from burner 
phones.  Anything was possible.



Sept 2012  

The tenth anniversary of 9/11 – at a hotel room in Monrovia, 
Liberia.  Tommy and Eric set up the “hotel kit” complete 
with hidden cameras, mics, and takes his fair share of abuse 
from the local Liberians who think he’s either a straight up 
Cowboy, or Dirty Harry... a crazy Muzunga! 

Le Roux lands in Liberia, arrives at the hotel. He’s finalizing 
the deal with this mysterious Columbian named “Pepe,” 
(aka: Walter Ramirez, another undercover with a checkered 
past that DEA uses for the big ones*) when the doors are 
kicked down.  Tommy goes straight for the laptop before it 
can be erased.  Le Roux wrestles with the Liberian police 
and immediately offers to buy them off.  

“My African brothers!… name your price.” 

After resisting the handcuffs for an hour, curling into a 
protestor’s ball, the SOD team finally gets their big target 
on a plane back to the States.



That flight was just the beginning… in all their years at DEA, they 
couldn’t have predicted what happened next.  

Once in the air, Paul looks Tommy straight in the eyes… and then 
congratulates him on a job well done.  Asks if this is the same 
group that brought down Bout.  Le Roux seems both angered and 
honored at the answer.   

Then Paul says, “fellas, now that you got me, who are really going 
after?” 

Eric and Tommy shrug, “Paul, you’re the one.”  Smiling Paul looks 
them in the eye and says, “Gentleman, Nation States… I can give 
you Nation States.”   

Le Roux still insists he’s simply a cog in a larger machine — 
political leaders and the global elites have empowered him.   

Noticing that Tommy and Eric are intrigued.  Le Roux gazes out 
the window and goes one step further.  He offers Tommy and Eric 
a half-hearted mea culpa: “I do, in fact, have blood on my 
hands…”



Le Roux confesses to FIVE murders… give or take a few and 
offer to help SOD bring down his entire crew one by one. 

No honor amongst thieves in this new world. 

First, Le Roux and SOD devise a scheme to take down his 
murderous “hit team,” led by ex-military psycho Joe “Rambo” 
Hunter.  SOD calls on JJ Fuentes* a well known mercenary 
who is hooked up, and knows how to handle scum like Hunter.   

Then, The Mercenaries in Phuket.  (*more to come….) 

Then, The Outlaws Bikers who managed the North Korean 
Meth.  (*more to come…) 

Then, The American Hitman, who after shooting real estate 
Catherine Lee in the face (Paul claimed she skimmed) had 
retreated back to Roxboro, SC. 

Each one gets taken off the board in dramatic fashion.   

The end… or is it?



Each one of four, one-hour episodes will dive into these epic stories of how these narco-terrorists were taken off the board by 
“beat cop” type special agents who wouldn’t let it go.   

With exclusive access to the agents, under-covers, mercenaries, and prosecutors we go inside the Hunt for Narco-Terrorists, from 
the initial “tip” to the “sting” and ultimate “take down.”    

We will blend the following elements: cinematic quality recreations; newly unearthed archival, hidden camera footage and new first 
person reveals from law enforcement, Confidential Informants, Under-covers and kingpins; cutting-edge GFX, and in-depth 
interviews that will help bring these astounding accounts to life.   

Many of these characters have never shown their faces before on camera.




